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TA Triumph-Adler Solution Packs

The foundation of a 
complete solution starts 
with the CivEngPack

The CivEngPack is focused 
on a scalable platform to adjust 
to the needs of any building or 
civil engineering company. 
Based on industry leading 
software components, a 
solution can be tailored to any 
configuration from large projects 
to building a shed! 

Mobile working and 
Project Cost Control 
with the CivEngPack

Picture the scene, you go from 
site to site, you open new sites, 
you scale sites down as the 
build nears completion, during 
all this you need a reliable 
printing and scanning solution. 
Enter the TA Triumph-Adler 
CivEngPack! A suite of products 
designed to move in line with 
your business. Mobile printing, 
project billing management, 
‘Pull Printing’ AND scanning! 

Robust hardware and 
Secure software

If you have staff that move from 
site to site, have Wide Format 
plotters, or Quantity Surveyors 
that need to scan anywhere, 
the CivEngPack offers 
multifunctionality by incorporating 
hardware, software and 
professional services in a way 
that ensure these requirements 
are met. Even if you run a dual 
network it’s not a problem, our 
solutions work with our hardware 
and can have two separate 
network cards fitted.

Building a better document solution
with the TA Triumph-Adler CivEngPack

Scanning and Document Management 

Secure ‘Pull Printing’ Scanning.

Barcode scanning and printing.

Scanning can be directed to 
nominated systems, folders or by 
email to set addresses only.

Data security at the device 
can be controlled with EAL3 
level data overwrite.

Security watermarks can be added 
for printing and copying.

Optical Character Recognition.

Digital job sign off features.

Cloud / datacentre integration.

Advanced networking

Only users that are given access can print and scan using the software 
included in the CivEngPack. Pin Codes / Swipe Card / login information are 
options with a second level PIN if required.

Project Billing 
and cost control

Secure and ‘Pull Printing’ 
multi-site printing.

Mobile printing across 
all platforms.

Single print driver for 
easy IT implementation.

Wide format printer support 
for reporting.

SAP printing support.

Cloud Scanning and Printing.


